
HOW CAN AN  

AGENCY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

HELP YOU TO GROW?



At Synergist we meet pretty much every type of agency there is. Creative, 

design, digital, marketing, PR, advertising, integrated, specialised, full 

service – there’s a rich array out there. But every agency faces one identical 

choice. Do you stay small? Or go for growth? 

If you choose growth, there are certain things you need to put into place.  

Getting a good agency management system is one. But how, exactly, does 

such a system actually contribute to that growth? Here is a summary of the  

three growth contributors   our clients talk about most. 
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6 This is the 2ndof a series of ten 3-minute reads  
 introducing agencies to what Synergist can do.

Is yours a lifestyle agency? Or are you ambitious for growth? 



1
GROWTH AND SCALABILITY

Indeed, with such a system, 

an agency can grow from 10 

to 500 people with the very 

same system. 

     You can’t easily predict 

when your business will take 

off, but you can choose to 

remove entirely the huge risk 

of system disruption from 

your future. It’s one thing less 

to worry about.

 

For a system to be scalable, it 

needs to demonstrate its 

ability to expand...

•  ... on demand.

• ... without the increased 

size causing it to break.

• ... continuously, without 

requiring any change 

in processes or user 

operations.

• ... without it reaching a

ceiling of capacity and 

having to be replaced by 

something bigger.

The founder of Dinosaur, a 

Manchester-based 25-strong 

agency, chose Synergist 

partly because of its famous 

scalability. He said:

“I can see that I could run a 200- 

person agency with Synergist. 

That’s very reassuring.”



“We’re sorted now and for the future. 

Knowing you have a system that can handle 

it all and pull it all together and grow with 

you is a good feeling. ”Mark Beaumont, Founder, 
Dinosaur



2
IMPROVED MARGINS

your decision-making. Reduce 

dependence on hunches.

Resource Management
Know your current capacity. 

Schedule with confidence. 

Reduce freelancer work. 

Estimating
Improve accuracy and speed. 

Integrate estimates, quotes, 

jobs. Empower your team 

to make better assessments 

based on past evidence. 

Synergist’s purpose

It gives agencies total control 

and visibility over jobs 

and projects. This leads to 

improved profitability. 

But how? Here are half a 

dozen ways in which it delivers.

Staff Utilisation 
Know how effectively time is 

being spent in your agency, 

and the ratio of chargeable vs 

non-chargeable time. 

Job Health

Which jobs are suddenly going 

wrong? Automatic warnings 

give you time to act.

Saving Staff Time

Speed up administrative and 

non-productive processes, 

releasing time that can be 

spent on client work. 

Improved Decisions

Introduce more facts into



“We planned from the outset that ours should be a 

growth business, not a lifestyle business. Synergist helps us 

to scale. It also helps us to know what sort of projects we 

can take on. It tells us our current capacity as a business.

We set out specifically so be a successful agency, which 

meant being profitable from day one. We wanted to avoid 

being the type of agency who burned brightly then rapidly 

went out of business.” Simon Butler
Co-founder, Purestone



3
PUTTING ALL THE PIECES INTO PLACE

All in one place 

The moment someone 

updates the system about 

a job, everyone in the team 

can see it. Real-time visibility 

of a unified system brings a 

massive boost to productivity, 

speed, error-reduction and 

client service. One you’ve 

experienced it, you’d never 

go back.

The effect 

One client (Steve Lawrence of 

LHM) put it like this:

“It’s great to have 

complete visibility of every 

job, who’s worked on it, 

what the estimate was, 

what the actual costs are, 

everything. You’re then 

able to generate a report 

immediately. 

“We have a process now 

that takes us every step of

the way, from winning new 

business right through to 

testing and launching the 

deliverables. It’s an all-in-

one system now. Everyone 

here can access it.”

So there you have it. Scalability, 

Margins and Integration, the 

three elements that our 

clients tell us are key to how 

Synergist can help to speed 

up an agency’s growth.



“When working with FTSE 250 companies, 

you have to prove that you can do complex 

work, satisfy client requirements and always be 

professional. This comes from having the right 

processes and systems in place that grow with 

your business.”
Sarah Weller,  

Managing Director (London), Mubaloo



www.theagencyworks.co.uk
01455 553 246

www.synergist.co.uk
01625 572 690

Implementation and consultation by


